OVERVIEW:
Band: Echo Nebraska
Location: Vancouver, BC
Genre: Indie Alt-Country
Sounds Like: Father John
Misty, The Decemberists,
Matt Good, Josh Ritter

ECHO NEBRASKA
biography

BAND MEMBERS:
Devan Christodoulou
(Lead Vocals/Guitar)
Carly Frey
(Violin/Backing Vocals)
Mike Lauder
(Drums)
Dan Ponich
(Bass)
Andy Schichter
(Guitar/Keyboards)

What others are saying

Bursting on to the Canadian music scene with the release of
a music video for their first single, ‘Hey, Allison’, Vancouver’s
Echo Nebraska quickly gained a reputation of combining soulstrung acoustic songs and subtle shades of Americana. Within
a week of the band’s launch, CBC Music added the video to
their list of Best New Music Videos.
The band grew out of an organic, creative setting that turned
into something bigger than they had intended. Vocalist Devan
Christodoulou was recording an album with a different band
when he met audio engineer and guitarist, Andy Schichter.
After making their debut EP, Send the Ships, they recruited
drummer Mike Lauder, violinist Carly Frey, and bassist Dan
Ponich to round out the lineup.
Since then, Echo Nebraska has toured extensively, landing in
showcases such as BOW 2016 in Regina, SK and CMW 2017 in
Toronto, ON. Send the Ships has charted highly on numerous
campus stations , reaching a high of #3 on CJSF.
Echo Nebraska is currently in the studio, recording their first
full-length album due in the spring of 2018.

“Built upon a dynamic folk rock
foundation, Echo Nebraska has crafted a
release as bright and aesthetically pleasing
as its cover art.”
– Natalie Hoy, The Permanent Rain Press
“Echo Nebraska has an uncanny ability to
use instruments traditionally associated
with country or folk music and seamlessly
blend them into their own brand of
soul-infused indie rock, with a flare for
memorable pop hooks.”
– Alex Young, Lithium Magazine
“Lead vocalist Devan Christodoulou brings
a unique style to the show. The diversity in
his voice takes the audience to new places
as we travel with him through
happiness and hardships. This band is as
good on stage as they are in the studio,
with a rousing live performance that would
be a shame to skip.”
– Jennifer Wil, TRU Omega

Release Date: 01/26/2015
Title: Send the Ships
Label: OSW Records (OSW001)
UPC: 829982158956
Chart: #3 CJSF, #15 CFBU & CHUO, #27 CITR
Tracklisting:
1. Hey, Allison (Video: BIT.LY/ALLISONMV)
2. Nice Philosophy
3. I’ll Get it Right
4. Out of Time
5. Pilgrim
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